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Express your minimalist style with the Serena Lighting Collection by Hanover. Our chic single-light pendant, featuring 
a geometric cage of triangles, adds a modern touch to a foyer, stairwell, living room, dining room, or bedroom. Use 
this artistic hanging light to create a cozy corner from an empty one. Designed to complement many decor styles, this 
unique accent lighting will be the star of your home. Add an Edison Bulb (not included) for extra interest. The Serena 
pendant comes in two finishes to integrate into any color scheme - chrome and pale gold - each sold separately. 
Better yet, mix and match for an eclectic display!

Features
◊ Fully assembled - flexible ceiling installation for indoor use includes plug-in or hardwire options
◊ Power cord includes an on/off line switch for your convenience (10-ft. swag kit included)
◊ We recommend contacting a licensed electrical contractor for hardwire installations
◊ UL approved for dry location indoor use not directly exposed to moisture and water

◊ Ceramic socket requires one E26 Edison Bulb - maximum 60 watts (bulb not included)

◊ 1-year limited warranty with excellent customer service

◊ Overall Dimensions: 12" D x 12" W x 13.75" H

◊ Model HSERENACHR-1PD Single-Light Pendant in Chrome

◊ Model HSERENAGLD-1PD Single-Light Pendant in Pale Gold

Serena Pendant Light

HSERENACHR-1PD
Chrome Pendant Light

HSERENAGLD-1PD
Pale Gold Pendant Light
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Express your minimalist style with the Serena Lighting Collection by Hanover. Our chic 3-light mini chandelier, featuring 
a geometric cage of triangles, adds a modern touch to a foyer, stairwell, living room, dining room, or bedroom. Use 
this artistic hanging light to create a cozy corner from an empty one. Designed to complement many decor styles, this 
unique accent lighting will be the star of your home. The Serena mini chandelier comes in two finishes to integrate into 
any color scheme - chrome and pale gold - each sold separately. Better yet, mix and match for an eclectic display!

Features
◊ Fully assembled - flexible ceiling installation for indoor use includes plug-in or hardwire options
◊ Power cord includes an on/off line switch for your convenience (10-ft. swag kit included)
◊ We recommend contacting a licensed electrical contractor for hardwire installations
◊ UL approved for dry location indoor use not directly exposed to moisture and water

◊ Requires 3 Type B / E12 Candelabra base light bulbs - maximum 60 watts (bulb not included)

◊ 1-year limited warranty with excellent customer service

◊ Overall Dimensions: 16" D x 16" W x 15.75" H

◊ Model HSERENACHR-3MC 3-Light Mini Chandelier in Chrome

◊ Model HSERENAGLD-3MC 3-Light Mini Chandelier in Pale Gold

Serena Mini Chandelier

HSERENACHR-3MC
Chrome Mini Chandelier

HSERENAGLD-3MC
Pale Gold Mini Chandelier


